Caution:
z Grind without coffee beam inside or anticlockwise spin will damage the burrs.
z Do not adjust the burr for too fine grind, since it might cause burrs damaging.
z Coffee bean oil will attach on burrs in a period of time. Soak the burrs in neutral
detergent, then rinse it thoroughly with water (do not use bleach).
z Do not use or put any oily stuff during the cleaning process.
z Burrs might be worn down over a long period of time. If less and less grind
coffee comes out from the grinder, it’s about time to replace a new one.
z Tap on the hopper during the grinding from time to time to avoid broken coffee
beans stuck and block the inner opening.
z The grinder is for coffee beans only, do not put your fingers or other object into
the grinder.
z In order to protect your wooden table from scratch and have more friction to grab
on table during grinding, please use the silicon pad.
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Do not use on fire or direct heat.
Use cautions since glass is breakable and keep away from children.
Do not use the item when crack or serious scratch were found on glass surface, it
might break during usage.
Do not use metal spoon tapping or scratching the glass.
Use only soft sponge and neutral detergent to clean the glass.

Merit
z Totally washable: Burrs are made of ceramic and metal parts are made of
stainless steel. All the parts can be disassembled and washed (Please assemble
after dry).
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Easy to grind: Skerton coffee mill comes with silicon pad for glass jar. It
provides more friction to grab on the table.
Rust free: Burrs are made of ceramic, no metal smell, washable, and rust free.
The burrs last longer than metal one.
Easy to adjust the type of grind.
With attached lid, lower glass part can become a coffee storage jar.

